Title

CLILstore: creating web content for language learning

Brief description of
clip

This video is aimed at language teachers. It provides a step-by-step
guide on how to embed a video-clip into an internet text page, add any
text (or transcription) to the text page, link all the words of the text to
an online dictionary, and link to other electronic practice exercises,
such as Hot Potatoes. The CLIL store project was funded by the EU.

Difficulty rating of
Easy to intermediate
production
(easy/intermediate/
complex)
Recommended
CEFR level

A2+

Technical details

Clilstore is a multifaceted site which (i) caters for teachers who wish to
create or find multimedia language learning units to use with their
students and (ii) offers a repository of language learning units in a
variety of languages which students can access directly and use
independently.

Suggestions
(preparation/pre
and post activities)

Students are also welcome to register as authors and create and share
units. The repository of existing units is open access, therefore,
teachers or students wishing to use existing units do not have to
register with the service before viewing or using the materials. Anyone
wishing to create units must first register and have their email address
verified. The authoring interface has been designed to be user-friendly,
however, new users are encouraged to read the step by step guides
provided on www.languages.dk/tools and if possible to avail of one of
the many training workshops offered by the Tools team.

Ideas for
application in
different contexts

The emphasis in Clilstore units is on multimedia i.e. using combinations
of video, audio, images, text, hyperlinks and supporting secondary
technologies which allow for the creation and sharing of interactive
language exercises etc. In order for Clilstore language learning units to
be most effective, however, they should contain a significant amount
of text. The reason for this is that a key element of what makes
Clilstore a unique language learning service is the way the software
treats embedded texts. At the touch of a button all words are
automatically linked to our bespoke dictionary interface Multidict,
which places online dictionaries in over 100 languages at the learner’s
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disposal, thereby enabling them to interrogate texts at their own pace
and according to their own learning requirements.
Useful links

An example of a CLILstore unit prepared by the British Council Learn
English http://youtu.be/DoLxQCv_8Kg?list=PLB7BAFDAA699F7C3E
What is CLIL?
CLILstore tools:
http://multidict.net/
http://www.languages.dk/tools/index.htm
http://www.languages.dk/tools/index.htm#Tools_videos
http://www.languages.dk/tools/index.htm#Tools_manuals_and_guides
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